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"Ryan?s dedication to martial arts has been nothing short of incredible. He started at age 
10, and it has been amazing to watch him grow stronger and more confident. We could not 

be more proud." ~Josh Fudge

?In nature we never see anything isolated, but everything in connection with something else which is 
before it, beside it, under it and over it.?     ? Johann Wol fgang von Goethe

The scene at NASA mission control in Houston, after news came from the astronauts 
that they'd landed on the moon

FORT COL L I NS
(NEXT TO SUPER TARGET)

JOHNSTOWN
(NEXT TO SCHEELS)

L ONGM ONT
(VILLAGE AT THE PEAKS)

Our physical, mental and emotional health suffers in isolation. And as a 
way to achieve connection with the the outside world, we?re increasingly 
(exponentially) drawn to chat apps, Facebook and Twitter feeds. But social 
media isn?t a substitute for real conversation, dialogue and debate.

Why? For one, you?re not seeing the movement of muscles in faces, not 
hearing the change of timbre or tone in voices as another human grows 
happy or sad. And those modes of expression contain the signs we need to 
read and interpret for meaningful connection. 

This is not to say that connection has to happen in person. Consider the 
broadcast of the first astronauts upon their landing on the moon. Millions 
around the world were watching with bated breath. Think of the power of 
messages sent from home to soldiers at war. Or a personal message from 
Mr Wagoner over Google about how awesome you were in class. 

It goes to show you can have meaningful correspondence, real connection, 
even if it?s from far away. Just be mindful about how you engage, and do it 
with purpose.

ONL I NE TRAI NI NG AT  
V I RTUAL RI PPL ES.COM

What?s your favorite  form of connecting with other 
people? In person? Over text? Digitally? Some 
combination of both? You?re not alone (no pun 
intended). 

The modern era and its ever-increasing pace of 
technological innovation has ushered in a wave of 
devices, apps and opportunities to connect with other 
people. 

This can be awesome (in both the literal and 
figurative senses), especially in a world where we?re cut 
off physically from so many friends, family members, 
teachers and colleagues. It can also be overwhelming 
and even damaging. 



Building Connection with Teens
COACHES CORNER

Some more tips:
Make yourself available. Teens are unpredictable, and may want to talk or ask questions at erratic times. Make sure 
you?re ready to listen and interact. 
Talk about yourself. Don?t just ask questions (this can feel like an interrogation). Talk about yourself dealing with (and 
failing to deal with) issues like the ones they?re going through (even if your teen seems too bored to listen). It relieves 
some pressure and makes you more human (versus just MOM or DAD) in their eyes.
Tie pr ivileges to responsibility. Especially now, teens need to be engaged. Phones/tablets/TV can be useful tools, but if 
your kids are left to their own devices (no pun intended), their minds? and their behaviors? shift in unwanted 
directions. Teach them that bad decisions come with consequences (not punishment), while good decisions come with 
greater privileges (like being able to watch a show, play a game, spend some time on their phone). 
Consequences, of course, are built into karate, so use your instructors and lessons as models in your kids? daily lives. 
?What do you think your instructors would say about that?? Is a classic with younger kids. "Let's talk about that with Mr 
Wagoner," or with a school teacher they respect, may work better with teens.  
Take time to relax and reconnect. Fun is important, and while you and your teen(s) might not see totally eye to eye on 
the meaning of fun, try to compromise. What do you both love to do? What do you know your teen would enjoy (and 
that's within the boundaries you've set for them)? Whether it's money, time or resources, see what you can to make it 
happen. It could just be dinner from a place they dig. Or an outdoor concert (doesn't matter whether you dig the band or 
not; and of course, it pays here to keep your distance :). Whatever it takes going into this fall/winter, make an effort to 
stay connected. 
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Most of us Coaches (i.e., parents) have been 
consumed since last spring with connecting 
with our kids. Hovering over their computers, 
signing them up for karate classes, trying to get 
them outside. We're also trying to connect with 
what they've got going on inside their minds.

Here are some ideas on how to connect with 
teens this fall/winter, while we're all cooped up 
together (but don't want to drift apart). 

These tips come from Evelyn Petersen, a 
renowned parenting educator and author of 
award-winning books and columns on how to 
successfully connect with kids. 

The number one rule? Listen. ?Let teens 
know you are willing to just plain listen,? she 
says. ?[Listen] to their ideas without making 
judgments. Talking is a way [teens] think 
things out."

"Since you cannot do good to all, you are to pay special attention to those who, by the 
accidents of time, or place, or circumstances, are brought into closer connection with you.? 

- Saint Augustine

"Cooper continues to show self-control both on the mat and at home. 
He is fearless, and he always has a smile." 

- Toni Eddleman 
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" This community is fantastic!  We are blessed to see our son?s journey to Black Belt. Thank you for 
being part of our family!"  Gia and Jeremy Woolman 



NEW STUDENTS
FORT COLLINS

FORT COLLINS

LEADERSHIP

LONGM ONT

LONGM ONT

JOHNSTOWN

JOHNSTOWN
Micah Schaub

Benjamin Santino

Saryn Luthor

Rome Fiske 

Gavin, Danielle, and Dylan 
Donaldson

Mart ina Young

Adam Meyer

Caleb Worosylo

Gary Engelhardt

Cait lin Kline, 
Imogene and 
Eleanor Rupp

Ethan, Braelyn, 
Kaden, Hannah, 
Braxton (big family!)

Blayne Brown

Walter Christ iansen

Holt  Hamilton

Darren King

Katelyn Shannon

Cole Shannon

Cannon Thompson

Nikki Olsen, Rocco 
Fiske, Rome Fiske

Brett  Kelley

Robert Frisken

Akshainie Chatterjee

Parker Deogracias

Lakshith Vutukuri

Bryce Boyd

Kaliann Nappi

"I t?s been a joy to watch John?s transformation from nervous 
little white belt to thriving Black Belt. Quiet composure. 
Low-key grit. We?re so proud of you John!" ~Zach Baze



ANNOUNCEMENTS



ANNOUNCEMENTSAnd More! 

Read Great Books with a Black Bel t!!
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